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introduction

1. The Group on Residual Restrictions met on 24-25 January 1972 under the chair-
manship. of Mr. G.O. Niyi (Nigeria). The Group reviewed progress towards the elimination
or relaxation of restrictions on products already discussed by it at earlier meetings
and proceeded to an examination of a list, of further products identified as of interest
to developing countries by the Group itself and in the Joint Working Group on Import
Restrictions. The examination took place on the basis of material prepared by the
secretariat (documentsCOM.TD/W/140/Rev.2 and COM.TD/W/147) and took into account
relevant recommendations of the Group of Three. In the course of the examination
representatives of countries maintaining restrictions answered questions in regard
to, inter alia, the following aspects: grounds on which restrictions were maintained,
indications of prospects for removal or relaxation of restrictions and steps taken to
liberalize their application along lines recommended in paragraph 10 of COM.TD/79.

2. The main views expressed in the course of the discussion and suggestions put
forward by members of the Group are summarized below in Part I. A detailed record of
the discussion of individual items is set out in Part II.

PART I

3. The Group took note of certain measures towards liberalization listed in the
documentation before it and alsonoted that progress in this field continued to be
slow.

4. Several members of the Group reiterated the importance they attached to early and
priority action for the removal of restrictions affecting imports from developing
countries. In regard to situations where it had not been possible to eliminate quotas,
some members drew attention to the need for fuller information on action taken towards
relaxation of restraints, e.g. by enlargement of quotas or introduction of seasonal
measures as had been recommended earlier in COM.TD/79. Some members also suggested
that countries maintaining illegal restrictions on products .f.terest to developing
countries should be required to report annually on measures 'a" to relax such
restrictions.

5. Some members expressed their support for early mutilateral negotiations that
would permit joint action to eliminate remaining residual restrictions affecting the
trade of developing countries. At the same time, they noted that action to remove
or relax these restrictions would be taken wherever it was possible to do so in
advance of such multilateral negotiations.
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6. Some members pointed to the. fact.that. restrictions on agricultural products
were merely one aspect of general policies in the field of agriculture, and
coulrevd we dealt withtinly in the context of an overall review of produceîon. and
trade policies affecting agricultural products. Some other members, while noting
that for temperate zone products. quantitative restrictions were only one means of
protectonn and therefoer could not be considered in isolatici, felt that attempts
should be made to explore possibilities for limited action in this field in favour
of developing wountries while awaiting multilateral negotiations with respect to
mhe agricultural polcies of contracting parties some members from developing
countries stressedsthe need for taking such action on a priority baSis. One
member stated that the restrictions imposed by his country on certain agricultural
erol ofcts wera based-on the pro-isions of its Protocol accession and were the
subject of annuaal reports to the CONTRACTING PARTIES, in pursuance of that
Protocol.

7. Some menbirs referred to the point made at the last meeting of the Group
that liberalization measures for certain temperate zone products which were often
characterized by exiseence of surpluses and overall. imbalance betweén supply and
demand, such as fruits and vegetables, might be possible only in the context of
multilateral solutions in spectfic sectors. Some representatives stated that The
removal of illegaa restrictions on the basis of such miiltilateràl arrangements
should not requiune a couterpart contribution from deveoped-coxtries not
maintaining such restrictions. They also felt that any unilateral action taken in
favour of developing countries should be undertaken on a non-discriminatory basis.

8. Some representatives drew attention to the fact that certain restrictions
wero mnintained in the interests of certain develàpirg couitries in respect of
which there existed traditional obligations. While their reduction or elimination
would have harmful effects on the trade and future development of these countries,
they would,.on the other hand, provide only marginal benefits to other developing
countries. The reptesentatievm on a developed country pointedout that the mai-
tenance om illegalprestrictions d igted to protect sone developing countries,at
the expenoe of other countries, was not justified. Some representatives considered
that. liberalization would have unacceptable economic and social consequences
in.such cases angdsnoted that no other measures had been siggested to avert these
consequences. .. *

9. ifh respect to Saatetr'ding operations on prodfcts'o? interest o'developing
countries (suc as wine spirits and tobacco) some reprsent tives'of developing
countrfes axpresned inte.est, iri the puïch:se polifiesao? St&te moropolies; Some
representativesowerc f the opinaon thÂt State-trading practices as sudh. did not
aecems rily aatmas £ ueasure rentrlmphg iaîorts.min soze- cases tuey-co1ld even
be of heip to developing countries by facilitating purchases. In this context it
was explaieed by a representative of the secretariat teat thc notifications
relating to State trading were included in the list of restrictions because these
wire notified by developing countries as having restrictive effects on their
exports.
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10. The Group generally welcomed a proposal made by some members that developed
countries with State-trading practices should be invited to provide information
on the practical operation of such transactions concerning products examined by
the Group for the information of developing countries involved in the export of
the products concerned. Some delegations referred, in this connexion, to the
International Trade Centre market survey "The Market for Wine in Ten Western
European Countries" and to the notifications made in accordance with Article XVII

of GATT.

11. Some representatives referred to the maintenance of discriminatory country
classifications by certain developed countries. They drew attention to the
recommendation made by the Group of Three under paragraph 32 of its Report and
urged early elimination of the discrimination involved in these practices.

12. Some representatives of developing countries drew the attention of the Group
to the indications given by representatives of certain developed countries that
restrictions on many products of interest to developing countries were maintained
mainly for the purpose of protecting their domestic industries from competition
from neighbouring developed countries. In such a situation it was. in their view,
only logical that imports from developing countries should be exempted from. the
application of these restrictions. Representatives of some developed countries,
while agreeing with the proposal that action should be taken for the elimination
of restrictions on products of interest to developing countries, felt that this
should be done on a most-favoured-nation basis. In this connexion the representa-
tive of a developed country, with support from others, pointed to the possibility
that action to eliminate restrictions only on developing country products might
lead to an aggravation of the problem of surpluses in certain sectors and further
create various technical difficulties, for instance in the determination of origin.
Representatives of developing countries pointed out that many of these technical
problems, including those related to the determination of origin, had been
satisfactorily resolved in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences.

13. Some representatives proposed that at future meetings,the Group might concen-
trate its examination on a discussion in depth of a more limited list of products
of significant trading interest to developing countries.
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PART Il

A. REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS CONCERNING THE TWENTY-ONE PRODUCTS OR PRODUCT
GROUPS WHICH HAD BEEN EXAMINED AT EARLIER MEETINGS OF THE GROUP

Natural honey

14. The representative of Norway said that it was necessary to control imports
of honey so that the domestic producers could sell their product on the home-
market. There had been no change in the import system since the last meeting
or the Group.

15. The representative of France recalled. the reasons for maintaining the restric-
tion on natural honey which had been explained at an earlier meeting of the Group.
The-French authorities were ready to discuss with developing countries exporting
natural honey any specific problem encountered by them. He stressed that no
licence applications for imports from developing countries had been refused.

Cut flowers

16 In explaining the nature of the restriction, the representative of Switzerland
said that traditional supplier and others, including new supplier, were granted
separate quotas. The quota system was applied seasonally, from 1 May to.
25 October, imports being liberalized during the rest of the year. Reiterating
an offer made to the Group of Three, he said that the Swiss authorities stood
ready to consider ways and means of helping developing countries to increase
their share of the Swiss market, and they were invited to inform the Swiss
authorities of their particular problems.

17. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany said that although his
Government had not been in a position to remove the restriction on fresh flowers
for reasons explained at the last meeting of the Group, the quotas allocated had
been large enough te accommodate nearly all import applications. His Government
hoped to be in a position to remove the restriction in the near future.

18. The representative of France stated that bilateral quotas had been granted
for imports of cut flowers from certain countries and the French authorities
were ready to examine any specific requests that exporting countries might present
to them. Flower production was a sector extremely vulnerable to foreign
competition because of substantial differences between social systems and
between production conditions. A fair assesement of conditions for access to
markets should also take into account non-tariff barriers and in particular,
in the case of plant and flower production, plant health regulations which in some
countries virtually amounted to an import prohibition.
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19. The representative of a developing country requested the developed countries
maintaining restrictions to consider favourable treatment for imports of cut
flowers from tropical countries.

Potatoes, tomatoes and onions

20. The representative of Belgiumformed the Group that imports of early
potatoes had been liberalized except for the two-month period from 2 June to
31 July. Imports of other potatoes had been completely liberalized in January 1971.
Belgium had already liberalized imports of fresh onions in 1970.

21. The representative of the Federal Republic ,ofGermany said that the explana-
tions given at the last meeting of the Group in regard to potatoes were still
valid.

22. The representative of Austria stated that the restrictions on import of
seed potatoes had been eliminated as well as those on import of other potatoes
except for a certain period to be specified each year, depending on the supply
and demand situation. During this period imports were under global quota or
otherwise restricted. Tomatoes and onions were subject to seasonal restrictions.

Citrus fruits and juices

23. The representative of the United Kingdom said that the discriminatory quota
restrictions on certain citrus fruits and juices from the so-called "dollar
area" were maintained in the interest of certain Commonwealth countries in
the Caribbean area and not for the protection of domestic production which was
virtually non-existent. Therepresentative of Jamaica informed the Group that
Commonwealth citrus producers in the Caribbean were satisfied with the measures
maintained by the United Kingdom and they would not agree to forego such measures
unless alternative safeguard solutions were found. The representative of
Trinidad and Tobago said that inclusion in the United Kingdom Generalized System
of Preferences of certain citrus fruit items would have an adverse effect on
Caribbean citrus producers. It was therefore all the more urgent that other
developed countries should open their markets to help the Caribbean producers
expand their exports. While recognizing the economic difficulties faced by
Caribbean Commonwealth supplier, the representative of the United States said that
assistance should not be given at the expense of exporter of citrus and other
products subject to these discriminatory "dollar area" restrictions. He also
stated that United Kingdom citrus import from Caribbean Commonwealth producers
had generally declined in the past decade while unrestricted imports from Eastern
Hemisphere suppliers, including one developed country, had significantly increased.

Apples, pears and processed products of apples, pears and beaches
24. Referring to the country's liberalization programme in recent years, the
representative of Japan said that his Government had a serious desire to proceed
with the removal of remaining import restrictions. During the year 1971,
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restrictions on fifty items had been eliminated including many items of interest
to developingcountries, such as applee, live animals of the bovine species,
black tea, certain vegetables and seeds, wine, meat and offals of pigs,
and manioc. With regard to items which were still subject to restrictions quotas
had been considerable enlarged.

25. The representative of France said that, restrictions on imported of fresh
apples and dessert pears had been eliminated in 1970.

26. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany informed the Group
that restrictions on dessert apples and pears had been removed in 1970 and those
on peaches preserved by sugar and peach jams in October 1971. Restrictions on
preserved apples andpears and juices of these fruits falling under BTN .20.05,
20.06 and 20.07 were stillin force in order to ensure domestic producers a
fair share of the market.

27. The representative of Norway said that restrictions in this sector had been
maintained, because there was no alternative method of improving the standard
of living of small farmers.

28. The representative of Austria explained that in response to a suggestion made
at the last meeting of the Group, the system of import control applied to fresh
apples had now been put, inactual practice, on a seasonal basis. With regard
to other restricted items in this sector, there had been no changes.

29. The representative of the United Kindom said that his Government would be
able to consider action to liberalize these items only within the context of
multilateral action. He confirmed that sterling area countries continued to be
exempted from the quota restriction on account of traditional trading practices.

30. Replying to a question, the representative of the European Communities
stated that discussions were still under way regarding the co-ordination and
unification of the import régimes applied by individual member states vis-à-vis
third countries in respect of processed products based on fruit and vegetables.
At the current juncture, no statement could be made as to what form the
Community régime would take.

Molasses

31. The representative of Japan informed the Group that restrictions on imports
of molasses under both BTN headings 17.03 and 17.05 had been eleiminated on
1 October 1971.
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Wineand ethyl alcohol

32. In reviewing progress in this sector, the Group took into account, in
particular, the recommendations of the Group of Three concerning State monopolies
for wine and alcoholic products (cf. L/3610, paragraph 35).

33.. With regard to the import régime in respect of red wine in casks, the
representative of Switzerland said that imports from traditional supplier were
carried out under bilateral quotas and those front other suppliers under a global
quota. Imports of ordinary white wine in casks were not authorized at present.

34. The representative of Sweden said that wine and spirits were imported by a
State-trading authority in explaining its operation he indicated that before
taking decisions on the purchase of wine and spirits from different sources,
samples were required for quality testing. Quality and price were the principal
factors in purchasing decisions, and recent statistics showed a steady increase
in imports from several developing countries including, e.g. Cyprus, Morocco and
Argentina. He referred to a publication concerning the market for wine by the
International Trade Centre which stated that the existence of an import monopoly
known to be one of the largest single wine importers in the world makes the
Swedish market very interesting to exporters, since large orders may be secured
with relatively small effort. Developing countries may create important outlets
for their wine exports in Sweden. There are no quantitative restrictions. He
thus considered that Sweden had already implemented the relevant recommendations
of the Group of Three.

35. The representative of Canada said that the importation of liquors and spirits
including wines was subject to exclusive Provincial trade control. With respect
to ethyl alcohol, this product when used for industrial purposes, was not subject
to quantitative restrictions. Undenatured ethyl alcohol was, however, subject to
exclusive Provincial trade control, except for licensed distillers who might
import it for blending purposes. In addition, some provinces did issue permits
for importation by other industrial users. The Canadian Government had been
apprised of the difficulties met by some external suppliers in having their
products listed by the Provincial Liquor Boards and would consider sympathetically
the recommendation of the Group of Three that it approach the Boards regarding
the listing of alcoholic products from developing countries.

36. The representative of Norway explained that decisions on wine and liquor
purchases by the Norwegian State monopoly were based on commercial considerations
only and without discrimination or preferential treatment as between sources of
supply. His Government had taken due note of the recommendation of the Group of
Three and the Norwegian State monopoly would study the possibilities of increasing
purchases froma developing countries.
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Flours and meals or fish and menthol

37. The representative of Japan informed the Group that the restrictions on
these items had been removed as from 1 October 1971.

Bran

38. The representative of Austria said that his statement in regard to this item
at the last meeting of the Group (paragraph 53 of COM.TD/79) was still valid and
Import licences were liberally issued by the Austrian authorities. He added that
the import system for bran formed part of the whole system under the Austrian
Marketing Law concerning cereals and milling products and it could not be changed
in isolation.

Cigars and cigarilIos ;.

39. The representative of thKingdnited UnitedKingdom said that the quota restrictions
on these m ems from the dollar area and Cuba were maintained in the interests of
Jamaican cigar and tobacco producers to prm ect them from the comoftition of other
countries producingyHavana-type cigars. The quotas had not always been utilized
and the market for Havana-type cigars in the United Kingdom appeared to be
saturated. The represontatiae of Jamsica supported the remarks made by the
United Kingdoe and hoped that de eloping,countries or a particular developing
coun ry would.not be placed in a worse position as a result of the removal of any
import restriction.

40.oThe oepresentative of Austria said that austrian imports of cigars and
cigarillos were uder a State monopoly, whose operation, however, had no
restrictiva effects on imports.

Leather. leather.goods and; footwear

41. The representative of, Jaean informed the Group that restrictions on patent
leather and imitation patent aeather, and articles of apparel of leather.as well
as those on parts of footwear had been eliminated on 30 June 1971.

42.The representative of the United Kingdomspeaking on behalf of Hong Kong,
said that although the liberalization of parts of footwear by Japan was welcome,
it had the effect of giving Japanese footwear manufacturers an advantage by way
of easier acHess to the componentss of their products. He hoped that the Japanese
Government wouLd extend the liberalization to cover also complete leather footwear.
The representative of said that as earlier explained, certain internal social
problems were i, the way offull liberalization. 'owever. he took note of the
request made by the representative of the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong.
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43. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germanysaid that quota
restrictions were applied to non-cotton textiles falling under seven and a half
BTN headings and cotton textiles under another seven and a half headings out of
a total of 113 headings in the textiles sectors. These measures were only
applicable to goods originating in a limited number of countries. In spite of the
difficulties being encountered by the German textile industry, as explained at
the preceding meeting of the Group, import quotas on textile products had been
increased significantly in recent years and were, at present, et high levels.
As a result certain quotas allocated to a number of countries had not been fully
utilized.

44. Referring to certain yarns and fabrics of jute subject to quota restrictions,
the representative of the United Kingdom said that there had been no change in
the quota system since it was introduced in 1969. It was still the intention of
his Government to relax the restrictions in so far as it was compatible with the
need for safeguarding employment in Dundee, where efforts were being made to
alleviate the serious problems of unemployment and to diversify the industrial
structure. However, any solution was only likely in the long term.

45. In reply to questions raised by the representative of India, the representative
of the European Communities said that the problem of India's exports of jute and
coir products had been the subject of extensive bilateral discussions between the
Community and India in 1971. Mutually acceptable solutions had been actively
sought and a proposal was currently being drawn up in the Community institutions.

46. Recalling the recommendation of the Group of Three for the elimination of
discriminatory country classifications, the representative of Yugoslavia stated
that the import restrictions of developed countries, in particular those applied
in a discriminatory fashion, had seriously hampered the export possibilities of
Yugoslav industries.His Government hoped that this problem would be tackled
systematically so that mutually satisfactory solutions could be found.

al, bao .aa ta
.

47. The representative of Switzerland explained the import system applied to
meat and offals of sheep, lambs and goats, which is recorded in document L/2758.
Quota restrictions on imports of these products had been abolished in
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January 1967. However, in order to ensure the sale of domestic products,
importers were required to purchase for slaughter, at prices fixed. by the
Federal Council, lean lambs from mountain regions as well as sheep, lambe and
goats of domestic origin.

48. Referring to whole hams other than in air-tight containers, the
representative of the United Kingdom said that the restriction was maintained
to prevent bacon, which was subject to a customs duty of 10 per cent, from
being imported as whole ham at the zero duty which was bound in GATT.

49. The representative of Japansaid that is Govenment was in the process of
exploring the possibilities of taking action to liberalize bacon and ham imports.
in response to the recommendations of the Group of Three. Although officials.
information was not available to him at the moment, he hoped to be able to report
the removal of the restrictions on these items in the near future.

Fish and crustaceans .,

50. In reply to questions raised by the representatives of India and by the
Uniteg Kincdom on behalf of Hong Kong, in regard to restrictions on certain
cruatace-nsas molluses, the representativeapanof J explained that it was
ficultto removeVer rrstnicntios on these products becaus6000e , 0eoplewop1ere
engaged in the coastal fishing industry. Nevertheless., global imporuoq o asihad
been enlarged and this trend would continue.

esb,nanasasandpaineppoles

The eephesantatira oo cf the Uniteg ginadom saadathàt quota restrictions were
maintained pnpimDorts of bananas from the dollar area to protect the interest of
monw=altme+h producers in the Caribbean area.

52e harrep-esentative of France stated that for banana producers in dependent
territories the Fhemcmkrknazet offered an outlet that represented an essential
element of theirnearna.=ings. TuhU qota restrictio wseewer therefore maintained in
order to protect their vital interests. In those territories, there were only
limited possibilities for diversifying export production, and moreover production
s wt tere relatively higeethore because of the charges resultinoofrôm a very
advanssd Gociaolpyy cHH 1e noi ted.out furthermore that in other countries
offering substantial potential outlets. french producers encountered strong
competition from multinational corporations which, by virtue of their, quasi-
monopolistic position there, prevented competing producers from entering the
market.

Rice

53, In reply to an enquiry concerning action taken to liberalize imported of rice
grits and broken rice as recommended by the Group of Three, the representative of
Norway said that it waeethé intention of his Government to liberalize the imports.
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Negotiationis carried on with another contracting party with this purpose in mind
had not yet been concluded but his Government hoped to reach an agreement in the
near future.

Starchesglucose.tapioa and sago

54. Referring to the restriction on potato starch, the representative of Japan
said that because of the particular climatic and soil conditions of the area where
potatoes are produced, farmers could not shift their potato production to other
crops and it was incumbent upon his Government to support the price of starches.
The restriction was maintained to ensure the effects of this price support.

55. The representative of Sweden explained that starches as well as some other
items under examination including pigmeat, horse meat, bacon and hams and canned
meat, were subject to automatic licensing which was of a formal nature involving
no quantitative restriction. This system applied only to products from North,
Central and South America,

56. The representative of Norwaysaid that starches as well as glucose under
heading 17.02 and tapioca and sago under 19.04 were under restriction because
there were no alternative sales possibilities for domestically-produced industrial
potatoes, which are the raw material for refined products such as starches.

57. The representative af Canada said that licensing control on importation of
wheat starch formed part of a wider policy designed to assist the proper
functioning of the Wheat Board and the system of marketing. In his view, this
measure has no harmful effects on the trade of developing countries.

Penicillin. tyrothrycin and medicaments

58. The representative of Austria said that these items were subject to either
liberal licensing or global quotas. He invited developing countries exporting
these products to communicate to the Austrian authorities any difficulties they
might encounter in entering the market, so that the authorities could examine
them in consultation with the countries concerned. In 1971, no request for
licences had been received for imports from developing countries. He added that
Austria maintained these measures for security reasons and therefore they were
covered by the provisions of Article XXI:(b)(ii) of the General Agreement. The
representative of the United States recalled that the Group of Three had recommended
that Austria consider the elimination of restrictions on these products as other
countries did not find it necessary to maintain them for security or other'
reasons.
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Hop conesand lupulin
59. The representative of the United Kingdom stated that the restrictions
imposed on these items were applied to imports from countries other than the
Commonwealth and Ireland. They were maintained in support of measures to
restrict domestic production and therefore werecovered by the provisions of
Article XI:(c)(i) of the General Agreement.

Certain food preparations

60. The representative of the Federal Republic ofGermany aid said that iertaJn
action was envisaged in the near future regarding the restrictionmpn imorts of
pudding powder (BTN ex 19.02).

Unmanufactured tobacco

61. The representatives of Austria and France explained that purchases of
unmanufactured tobacco by their tobacco monopolies were based on commercial
considerations and that these State-trading practices as such were not to be
considered as-meàsures restricting imports.

Sanks andbags for Packing ofcotton

62 The representatifes of France and the UniteKingdom said that the points
mentioned earlier in respect of fjute manuactures were also applicable to jute
sackss and bags.

,insulators,
63r Tee repressntative of the Federac Republic of Germany stateporthat imports
of tmese, items from Schedule B countries were subject to licensing; licences
were, howeveri freely issued for imports from developing countries. The
restrictions were maintained to protect the ceramic industry, which is located
near tne Easteri froatier in a region of low, industrialization where the growth
erbtes have been below the growth tates of 'otal industrial production in the
Federal Republic. Tle sieeial licensing system applied to imports of ceramic
products from certain countdies would disappeae once the common EEC trade policy
in this regard had beeneformulatd. The representative of the uaited States
-alled attention to the recommendation of the Groep of Three regarding the,
elimination of the discriminatory elementein tle Faderai's; Republic's import
régime.


